Upon entry into the Final Four® Venue, March Madness® Music Series and Final Four Fan Fest, the following policies will be in effect:

- Bag Policy (See adjacent approved and prohibited bags)
- All individuals will be subject to a search upon entry.

**Failure to comply with venue and event management will result in denial of entry.**

The following items will be prohibited from the Final Four Venue:

- Animals (except service animals to aid guests with disabilities).
- Artificial noisemakers or noisemaking devices of any kind.
- Prohibited bags include, but are not limited to, the following: all purses, bags or containers larger than a small clutch bag, coolers, briefcases, backpacks, fanny packs, cinch bags, luggage of any kind, computer bags and camera bags. Please refer to the bag policy on the reverse side.
- Balls or any object that can be used as a projectile.
- Cameras with professional lenses longer than 4”, GoPros, video recorders and mono/tripods on game days. (Cameras, GoPros, etc., are only allowed on open practice day.)
- Chewing tobacco or e-cigarettes.
- Outside food and beverage and containers of any kind (except for guests with medical and dietary needs).
- Fireworks or weapons of any kind (firearms, knives, etc.).
- Folding chairs, stools or other seating devices.
- Illegal drugs.
- Laser pointers.

- Poles or sticks of any kind, including selfie-sticks.
- Signs or flags larger than 3’ x 2’.
- Umbrellas.
- Any other item(s) determined by event management to be dangerous or inappropriate will not be allowed into NCAA events.

**All individuals, regardless of age, must have a valid event ticket to enter the Final Four Venue on game days.**

**There will be no re-entry into the Final Four Venue on game days.**

The following behavioral policies will be strictly enforced:

- The use of duplicate or unlicensed tickets will result in expulsion.
- Profanity will not be tolerated and may result in expulsion.
- The use of obscene or indecent clothing will result in expulsion.

Suggestions to make your visit more enjoyable:

- Nonpermitted items can be discarded or returned to the guest’s vehicle or hotel room.
- Please store items left in vehicles out of sight.
- Final Four Venue guests with disabilities should contact Guest Services at 612-777-6761 in advance for parking, admission and seating accommodations.